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About Fedor Feketa

Fedor Feketa (in Hungarian Fekete Ferenc) was a Ukrainian born 1789 in the village Turia
Remeta. When a smeltering works was established in his village, he became responsible for
the daily delivery of mail to and from Uzhhorod (Ungvár) some 25 kilometers away across
mountainous terrain, which he carried out on foot, no matter what the weather. The post
he delivered and collected was from 5, Sobranetska street in Uzhhorod (still there today!).
This was a post office stage on the Budapest – Koshytsi - Lviv [i.e. Budapest – Kassa – Lem-
berg in traditional naming] line. Crossing a river in 1839 he fell in to the freezing water,
his lungs became infected and he died 18 March 1839. He had probably been a postman for
over 30 years! The illustrated bronze statue [shown on the title page of SCM #001] was
erected in the nearby town of Perechyn in November 2004 and shows Fedor Feketa in tra-
ditional ‘Hutsul’ dress crossing two stones on the river where he fell.

We thank Peter Cybiniak and Roman Dubyniak for providing this information.

About us and the Newsletter

The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general)
history of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First
Czechoslovakian Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine,
and later was integrated into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja
Oblast’. Since 1991 it is the westernmost administrative district in the Ukraine.

The first issue of our Newsletter has been sent to about 25 persons we thought might be
interested, and we have received positive replies from most of them. The current list of
recipients is

Jay T. CARRIGAN (USA) Seppo LAAKSONEN (Finland)
Tom COSSABOOM (USA) John LECHTANSKI (USA)
Andrew CRONIN (Canada) Alexander MALYCKY (Canada)
Peter CYBINIAK (United Kingdom) Jerry MARKEWICH (Canada)
Rex A. DIXON (United Kingdom) B. Sc. NAGY Gábor (Hungary)
Roman DUBYNIAK (United Kingdom) Tønnes ORE (Norway)
Harold FORD (USA) Dr. Juan E. PAGE (Spain)
GIDÓFALVY Péter (Hungary) Alex POPOVITCH (Ukraine)
David HOLT (United Kingdom) Jan ROMPES (Cyprus)
Otto HORNUNG (honorary member) Michael SHULEWSKY (USA)
Savoy HORVATH (USA) Jim SIMON (USA)
Alexander IVAKHNO (Ukraine) Ctibor SOBOTKA (The Netherlands)
Martin JURKOVI  (Slovakia) Ing. Jan VERLEG (The Netherlands)
Dr. Helmut KOBELBAUER (Austria) Dr. Michal ZIKA (Slovakia)
Dr. Ingert KUZYCH (USA)

All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of
this author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle.
Such articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use
within the Study Circle is granted.

We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any
contribution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as a Word 2000 document, graphical
elements in JPEG, 300 dpi) to our editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). His postal address,
if you would need it, is:

 Dr. Helmut Kobelbauer
 Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe

mailto:kb@aatc.at
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Tønnes Ore
Latest Auction News

Letters from Carpatho-Ukraine with the Austrian 1850 issue seem to attract great interest
when they appear on the market, in particular with the less common postmarks.

At Darabanth in Budapest on 21 November 2008, the following items were offered:

• Registered letter from Alsó-Vereczke
with a 6 kr on front and another 6 kr
on reverse (with a paper fold through
the front stamp): Starting price
25,000 HUF, sold for 130,000 HUF;

• Registered letter from Polena with 9 kr on front (also with a fold through the
stamp): Starting price 40,000 HUF, sold for 110,000 HUF.

[This is the first one with the 1850 issue documented for Polena – the Editor]
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Eight stamps with Jasi a overprints (trident + 'Slava
Ukraini') were sold at the Alfil auction in eský

ín on 4 December 2008 for 700 CZK against a
starting price of 500 CZK.

Interestingly, one of the stamps was tied to a piece
by the red special postmark “Opening Session of the
First Parlament” from Chust.

An impressive range of ** 1945 overprints, 49 in all, with a recent certificate by M. Bodor
was offered by SZD Aukció in Budapest on 29 November 2008. Starting price 450,000 HUF,
sold for 600,000 HUF.

From SZD Aukció

There is also a market for dubious overprints: Sets of overprinted stamps from various
areas are offered ever so often with “garancia nélkül” (which in practice means forgeries).
Carpatho-Ukraine stamps of this category are seen less often than the post-WWI occu-
pation issues, but a set of 29 “Zakarpatska” stamps was offered at Eurofila, Budapest on
30 December 2008 for 10,000 HUF and was sold for 14,000 HUF.

[Editor’s note: As of writing this, 1.00 EUR is equivalent to 27.15 CZK or 277.75 HUF or
1.32 USD – using www.xe.com as the most convenient currency translator.]

http://www.xe.com
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Helmut Kobelbauer
Watching eBay ... for the occasional item which is worth registering

Item 1602 9477 6351 of 02 November 2008:

A large block (with 43 stamps and the plate mark “1”) of the Czechoslovak stamps issue for
the autonomy of the Carpatho-Ukraine sold for USD 137,50.

Some consider this to be the first stamp of the independent Carpatho-Ukraine although it
was produced at the Unie printing shop in Prague by order (and cost) of the Czechoslovak
postal authorities.

Item 2902 7933 2901 of 08 December 2008:

A proof of the 10 (fillér) of the 3rd definitive NRZU issue (printed in
August 1945) was offered for USD 74,99 and was not sold.

I have found this type of proof neither in the “Spezialkatalog
Karpaten-Ukraine” of Georg von Steiden (Munich, 2000) nor in the
“Handbook of Carpatho-Ukrainian Philately” of Jay Carrigan and
Ingert Kuzych (2005), so it may be considered of doubtful origin.
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Jan Verleg
Censorship of the K.u.K. army in Carpatho Ukraine during the
years 1914  1918

In the 5th booklet published by Lajos Horváth in the range “Kárpátaljai postatörténeti füze-
tek” (Carpatho Ukraine postal history papers) he devotes a chapter to the censor marks of
the Austro-Hungarian Army in Carpatho Ukraine during the Great War. This triggered in me
the urge to carry out a search through the material I have available and to try to make a
review of all the existing marks. Before carrying on however and to avoid any misunder-
standings, a distinction has to be made between the censoring of correspondence of mem-
bers of the Army and civilian correspondence.

Censoring of military correspondence
Each unit had a post officer, this function war normally carried out by turns by the younger
officers of the unit. All correspondence was handed over to the post officer on duty.
Letters should be open. After reading this correspondence it was provided with a hand
stamp showing the Army unit. Optionally, the post officer on duty could add his initials or
signature. Sometimes also a one line marking was added reading “ZENSURIERT” but again
this was optional.

Censoring of civil correspondence
The censoring of all civil correspondence was carried out by the Army. In Carpatho Ukraine
four censoring committees were set up. They operated in the following locations: Huszt,
Munkács, Nagysz ll s, and Ungvár. Apart from these permanent based censor committees
some correspondence was censored at other locations. Dr. Simády mentions in his book
mobile stations.

How to distinguish military from civil correspondence ?

Military correspondence
All members of the Army should mark their correspondence with “FELDPOST” and mention
the field post number as a part of their Army address. Starting from the 8 August 1914 this
correspondence was free from paying postage.

Civil correspondence
This required franking and consequently there are postage stamps on them.

Can you find unpaid military correspondence with markings of the censoring committees?
Yes, they do appear - there is always the odd one out. (See fig. 2)

The censor marks of the K.u.k. Army for civil mail during WW 1 are marvellously cata-
logued in the Handbook compiled by the late Horst Thielk. An enlarged third edition was
published in autumn of 2008 by Oskar Schilling.

The review of censor marks below lists all censor marks I could trace in either my own
collection, the Thielk handbook or other sources. The listing is irrespective of civil or mili-
tary censor marks. As far as the military ones are concerned, only the additional (optional)
ones are listed. If no source is indicated under “Remark” I have proof in my collection or a
scan of such item available.
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REVIEW OF CENSOR MARKS USED BY THE AUSTRIAN/HUNGARIAN ARMY DURING 1914/18

LOCATION TEXT OR PICTURE DIMENSION COLOUR REMARK
62 x 20 mm violet 2-lines marking

Civil censor mark
Huszt

30 x 4 mm violet Found on a  picture
post card sent from
Huszt 28-02-1918 .
Military censor mark
(See fig. 2)

violet Found on a picture
post card sent from
Huszt 15-10-1915
Military censor mark
(See fig. 3)

45 x 15 mm violet, red 3-lines marking
Civil censor mark

64 x 15 mm violet, red 3-lines marking
Civil censor mark

44 x 16 mm violet, blue 3-lines marking
Civil censor mark

Munkács

44 x 16 mm violet, blue,
red

3-lines marking
Civil censor mark

Nagysz ll s 68 x 16 mm violet 3-lines marking
Civil censor mark

52 x 16 mm violet Boxed marking.
Card pictured on
page 42 of  Lajos
Horvát’s booklet
part 5.
Civil censor mark
Originally a military
censor mark, but
also used for civil
correspondence.
See fig.1 and
remarks on page 6

52 x 9.5 mm violet Published in the
Thielk Handbook
Civil censor mark

Szolyva

28 x 9 mm violet Published in the
Thielk Handbook
Civil censor mark
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65 x 10 mm violet 2-lines marking
Civil censor mark

63 x 9 mm violet 2-lines marking
Civil censor mark

54 x 16.5 mm violet Published in the
Thielk handbook
Civil censor mark

Ungvár

65 x 9.5 mm violet Civil censor mark

34 x 16 mm  violet Published in the
Thielk handbook
Civil censor mark

Both Mr. Horváth in his article and Mr. Thielk in his handbook refer to censor marks of
which they have themselves no proof available that they exist or are really used at the
town specified. They are listed in the table below. Of course it would be very helpful to
receive feedback if you find any of these marks on items in your collection.

Beregszász Zensuriert Mentioned by Mr. Horváth in his article but
no details given. He puts the remark “kétes”
which is Hungarian for doubtful.
Probably an optional Military marking

Tiszújlak CENZURIERT Mentioned by Mr. Horváth but again with the
addition doubtful. (Optional military ?)

Ungvár 58 x 5 mm violet Mentioned in
Thielk with remark
that no proof  is
available of its
usage in Ungvár

On first sight I was puzzled by the first censor mark of Szolyva catalogued in the Thielk
handbook. It is pictured below and you may find it on the card pictured below (Fig. 1):

Fig 1. Copy of a civil post card as shown in the booklet of Lajos Horváth (p.42),
Szolyva to Ujpest (=Budapest), 5 June 1915
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This picture post card is civil correspondence, however not censored by one of the four
censoring commissions but by the KUK ETAPPEN STAT KOMMANDO IN SZOLYVA. As usual
in handling military correspondence the Army unit marking is applied to the card. This can
be considered as the real censor mark. The boxed marking is probably additional. This is
why this marking is included in the overview of censor marks as another civil censor mark.

Fig. 2: Picture post card from the K.u.k. Etappenbezirkskommando Huszt ,
Huszt to Budapest, 28 February 1918

The unit marking is the real censor mark. The additional mark “ZENSURIERT” is optional.

Fig. 3: Picture post card sent by field post from the K.u.k. 35 Res. Tel.
Bau-Abteilung  in Huszt to Vienna, card written on 15 October 1915.

The unit marking is the real original censor mark. The additional mark “Zensuriert” is op-
tional. The card is however censored a second time by the censor commission in Huszt.

One of the odd ones out ?
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Fig. 4: Civil correspondence from Munkács to Vienna, 3 December 1915,
with censorship mark from Munkács

Fig. 5: Civil correspondence from Iszka to Szatmár[németi], 26 April 1915,
with censorship mark of the Nagysz ll s based commission

Editor’s note:
The Austrian „Arbeitsgemeinschaft Feldpost Österreich-Ungarn“ has published several edi-
tions of the handbook and catalogue »Zivilpost-Zensur in Österreich-Ungarn 1914-1918«,
first written by the late Horst Thielk and now renewed and extended by Oskar Schilling.
There is also the »Katalog der k.u.k. Feldpostämter und deren Einsatzgebiete mit Truppen
and Kriegsereignissen« from Heinz Nagel (2007), available from the „Philatelie-Club Mont-
fort“ (www.geocities.com/philaclubmontfort), both as a printed book or on CD-ROM. And
finally there is THE reference book for all place names in (Greater) Hungary, that is the
»Magyar Helységnév-Azonosító Szótár« (Dictionary of Hungarian Place Names) from LELKES
György, latest edition 1998 published by Talma Könyvkiadó in Baja. Very recommended.

http://www.geocities.com/philaclubmontfort
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Helmut Kobelbauer and Juan E. Page
Czechoslovak Field Post 1938  the Rumunský Unit

The devious attack of Adolf Hitler, chancellor of the German Reich, and his fanatic Nazi
followers on the independence of the Czechoslovak Republic found little resistance in the
Western world. So during a conference in Munich (29 September 1938) it was decided that
a number of border areas with large German minorities would have to be ceded to Ger-
many between 1 and 10 October; similar requests from Hungary and Poland would be nego-
tiated later; and the Large Powers would guarantee the borders of the rump state.

The Czech government under its president Edvard Bene , who was not even invited to the
Munich conference, felt betrayed by its long-time supporters France and Great Britain and
did not trust the promises from Berlin. Beginning 23 September 1938, it ordered a full
mobilization of the national army to defend the borders of the country. Hitler had not ex-
pected this and was furious; but on the other hand the German army was still in the build-
up and would probably not have been able to overcome the strong defenses of Czecho-
slovakia.

Partitioning Czechoslovakia  area  occupied by Hungary (so-called zone 1)
From www.wikipedia.org (in German) with thanks

But eventually the Czech leaders – under strong Western political pressure – accepted the
results of the Munich Dictate and did not order their troops to go into fighting. Edvard
Bene  resigned and went into exile.

http://www.wikipedia.org
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Poland did not wait for new political negotiations on its requests and simply occupied the
Olsa region (with Teschen as its capital – area “4” of the above map) by force. Hungary did
not dare to do that – its army was not really prepared for war; but the First Vienna Arbitra-
tion (2 November 1938) gave the right to Budapest to re-occupy a certain strip in the south
of Slovakia and the Podkarpatská Rus, including the main towns Ko ice, U horod and
Muka evo – area “2” of the above map, better known as zone 1 (see Jan Verleg’s always
cited monograph, p. 125, for more details).

As part of their general mobilization, the Czech army had activated certain troops in the
Podkarpatská Rus and had also established a field post for the members of these troops.
This field post is described on pages 100a to 102 of Jan Verleg’s monograph, based on
several articles from Miroslav Vostatek who e. g. says that Polní Po ta 12 was located in

horod and Polní Po ta 24 in Muka evo. Mr. Vostatek had Polní Po ta 29 located in
horod, too, although the period mentioned (from 2 October until 4 December 1938) is

certainly wrong. From 5 to 9 November 1938 all Czechoslovak troops were withdrawn from
the so-called zone 1 which then was taken over by Hungarian troops. This included the
town of U horod. It is unthinkable that the Hungarians would have tolerated a Czecho-
slovak field post office on territory that they considered to be their rightful own.

The cancellation marks of these field post offices in the Carpatho-Ukraine (Polní Po ta 12,
24, and possibly 29) are well documented and can be found with minor effort. But there is
another issue which is not so clear.

From the collection of Miroslav BLAHA as shown on www.exponet.info (sheet 50)

The picture above is taken from the EXPONET copy of Miroslav Blaha’s collection. Amongst
other cards and pieces it shows a cover with the troop mark »P Í PLUK 45 „RUMUNSKÝ“ |
6. rota«, cancelled in VELIKÁ B HA  on 20. X. 38 and addressed to Polní Po ta 12. It is
partially overlaid with other items so we have no complete view of it, but it rather looks
like a letter on official matters and therefore free of franking anyway. The sending troop is
the 6th company of the 45th Infantry Regiment with the nickname “RUMUNSKÝ”, i.e. the
Romanian.

http://www.exponet.info
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One must be aware that in the south-eastern part of the Podkarpatksá Rus, the so-called
Máramaros district, there was a large number of native Romanians; if soldiers from this
district were all together in one regiment, the nickname would certainly be appropriate
and explainable.

Czechoslovak field post card from Vary to Praha, 29 October 1938

Similar unit markings also appear (although rarely) on other field post cards from these
turbulent times – see one pictured above. In this case it is from VARY and carries a violet
two-liner »P Í PLUK 45 „RUMUNSKÝ” | 9. rota« from the 9th company of the same regi-
ment. This is now certainly field post; again from a small village and not passing through
one of the field post offices established in the region but forwarded by the civil mail
system.

This card and the letter above are an indication that some of the Czechoslovak troops were
– even before the withdrawal from the so-called zone 1 – located in some part of the area
where it was easier for them to forward their post through the civil mail than pass it on to
the established field post offices. Such postal items were obviously accepted by the state
post and were forwarded free of charge.

The card carries a basic censor mark (in handwriting – just below the unit’s mark) from the
forwarding officer; the cover (from the Blaha collection) carries a censorship mark from
the field post sorting office (T ídírna polní po ty – probably number 4 which was located in
Poprad in Slovakia). This means that the letter was transported within the military mail
whereas the card seems to have been transported exclusively in the civil mail.

In the collection of both authors there is a number of such cards, all from the same mili-
tary unit and all from some villages or towns in the Carpatho-Ukraine. Especially for the 9th

company we have the following locations: Berehovo (22. X. 38), Vary (29. X. 38 and 3. XI.
38), then Rachov (21. XI. 38), and finally Chust (22. XI. 38 and 25. XI. 38). The sender gives
Polní Po ta 12 (U horod and later Pere ín) as his address until the troop re-location and
afterwards Polní Po ta 24 (which had been moved from Muka evo to Svalava).
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Czechoslovak field post card from PP 12 to Brno, 3 December 1938

But it would be thoughtless to assume that all the companies of this military unit forward-
ed their post through the civil mail. The above card (from the collection of Juan E. Page)
shows this nicely – it is a card from the 2nd company, cancelled at the Polní Po ta 12 just a
few days before it closed down. The sender gives Polní Po ta 24 as his address.

We also have letters to the military unit in question; these were always addressed through
either Polní Po ta 12 or 24 and obviously went through the normal field post channels.

So what we can say without overstretching our factual base is the following:

Ø the general mobilization of the Czechoslovak army in autumn 1938 included the
45th Infantry Regiment which had the nickname “Romanian(s)”,

Ø the nickname was present in unit markings from this military unit (at least for the
2nd, 6th, and 9th companies),

Ø the mentioned companies from this regiment (and possibly all others as well) were
doing their service in the Podkarpatská Rus,

Ø both before and after the troop re-location caused by the First Vienna Arbitration,
companies of this regiment were located in some villages and towns of the
Carpatho-Ukraine and forwarded their post through the civil mail system,

Ø post addressed to this unit was forwarded through the military field post channels.

It would be interesting to know whether other collectors of this area (and time) have addi-
tional information or have postal items in support or contradiction of our hypotheses.

There may also be someone with better knowledge of the military history of the First
Czechoslovak Republic who can add some information on the 45th Infantry Regiment.
Everything is welcome.
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Helmut Kobelbauer (with the help of Tønnes Ore and others)
The meeting of Hungarian and Polish forces in 1939  additions

It is always a great joy when one has written something and then others show interest and
add from their own background and collections.

The first addition is an apology of mine: In the hurry of producing issue #001 of our News-
letter I failed to check properly and overlooked a picture on p. 131 of Jan Verleg’s mono-
graph. This picture shows front side and reverse of an additional card of the mentioned
series, again from Verecke (from the collection of Rex A. Dixon):

Front side and

reverse of another picture postcard from the Verecke series

The card was sent from Ungvár to Tábor in the (then) Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia
on 29 June 1939. So the current count is two cards from the Uzsok and three cards from
the Verecke part of the series.
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On the other hand, collectors of this area in good standing have told me that they did not
know this specific series of cards and would like to have some if I ever found duplicates.
Not so bad for a start (I am only collecting “Karpatenland” for about three years).

There have obviously also been other celebration items from the victorious Hungarians:

Memorial card to a stamp dealer in Budapest  special tariff 2 fillér for re-occupied areas

This card is from the collection of Jan Verleg. The mark “MAGYAR KIR. POSTA | * 106 *”
(rubber stamp type) was used in Nagysz ll s (Sevlu ) from 18 March until 8 April 1939. The
text in the Hungarian tricolor box can be translated as “Hurrah to the common Hungarian-
Polish border”.

I have also received copies of similar cards (one from Nagysz ll s and one from Huszt with
rubber type canceller “102”) from David Holt and Tønnes Ore. The pre-printed address is
the same, so we may assume that this stamp dealer from Budapest had such cards pre-
pared and shipped to the Kárpátalja region to have them sent back to him. (The combi-
nation of nationalistic fervour and business opportunities is simply irresistible for some
people.) The text in the lower left corner translates as “On the occasion of the border
revision in the month of March 1939” – so at least some people knew what was coming
although at the time of having the cards printed they did not yet know the exact date.

Tønnes Ore has also sent two further examples of how the border change was celebrated
(and exploited) by the philatelists at the time. Item 1 is an unaddressed philatelic cover
with a cachet in Polish: “Common border Poland-Hungary”. It has a Hungarian stamp can-
celled by the Polish “Smorze” and two Polish stamps cancelled by the provisional (steel
type) “Magyar kir. posta 103” which is known to have been used in Ilosva (Ir ava). It seems
that the philatelist who made up this cover travelled from Smorze in Poland (north of Alsó-
vereczke/Ny ní Verecky) to Ilosva on 16 March to have the stamps cancelled in both places
on the same day! But of course the possibility of backdated postmarks cannot be ruled out.

Item 2 is a picture postcard (pictures from “Podk. Rus”) written in Uzsok on 13 April, 1939
and addressed to Szenna in Hungary. A (weak) circular cachet says “Szállo sport – Uzsok –
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magyar-lengyel határ” i.e. “Sport-Hotel – Uzsok – Hungarian-Polish border”. The sender has
affixed a Polish stamp and has taken care to add “W gry” (“Hungary” in Polish) to the
address. But the card must then have been mailed on the Hungarian side of the border,
and the postal employee in Ungvár has handled the card in the correct way by marking the
stamp as invalid with a blue crayon mark and placing the postmark beside the stamp. But
no postage due amount is specified, so it appears that the “sin” was not paid for.

Item 1 (75 %)

Item 2

David Holt was also so kind and sent me a Czech telegram form with a lot of cancellations
both from the Hungarian and the Polish side of the common border established in March
1939. It seems that some Hungarian official visited a number of post offices during the
campaigns and collected cancellations from all of them. The marks go from 11 November
1938 to 3 May 1939 and include cancellations from Sianki and awoczne (both in Poland).

I am looking forward to further contributions to this fascinating aspect of our shared inter-
est.
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Snippets  Would you have known this ?

The auction catalogue of the 150th AUSTROPHIL Stamp Auction (Vienna, 4 December 2008)
included the following offer:

In English:
Lot 1011 1840/46 Two pre-stamp covers, one with one-line red “UNGVAR” in Roman,

a second one with much smaller letters and in black, Carpatho-Ukraine!
(Mü. 1596 v)              EUR 50,-

UNGVAR in red – sounds interesting – let us check! A visit to the auctioneers’ premises at
Habsburgergasse 1 in Vienna clarifies that it is (only) the cover of a registered letter from
Unghvár to Buda and can be dated (a handwritten note on the inner flap tells it is from
1846). The notabene mark and the “12” (kreuzer, near the bottom) are in dark-red ink.
The postmark itself is very fresh and unusually clear in lively red colour.

Colour copy of the offered cover with red “UNGVAR” – kindly provided by the auctioneer

Given the nice (and obviously genuine) cover, it is a pity that the postmark is a  forgery:

Much enlargened copy of the relevant postmark

If you doubt that opinion, please compare with the example given in Jan Verleg s monograph on
page 9: the first vertical part of the  is too thick, the  is completely wrong (very small
triangle) and its right foot touches the . And the dot after UNGVAR  is missing.

The auctioneer was told that the postmark is a forgery and has immediately and without
further discussion withdrawn lot 1011 – see www.hdrauch.com for proof. Bravo!

http://www.hdrauch.com

